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Other Drugs Posting Standards Addicted and need help? Get New Comparisons in your inbox: Leave a Response Cancel
Reply Name required. One very popular brand of Alprazolam that is widely used today is Xanax. Wiki Research
Mission Statement Donate! Im sick of my posts disappearing and me never being able to find them so I am going to
re-post this. However, in some instances, the Food and Drug Administration allows the generic drugs to contain
dissimilar inactive ingredients not very much like the branded drugs are made up of. Though Alprazolam and Xanax
may be regarded as two similar drugs, there are some obvious and significant differences observed when these two drugs
are studied very closely. Alprazolam and Xanax have different pill appearances and packaging. Alprazolam is
manufactured by various pharmacologic companies while Xanax is solely and exclusively produced by the Pfizer
Company. In a lot of aspects, both Alprazolam and Xanax have the same potency, compositional ingredients, speed of
effectiveness, and even side effects. Alprazolam is a drug of the benzodiazepine class with a short-acting potency.Aug
13, - I have new insurance now and they will only pay 50% per script of name brand.I can't afford the a month to stay
with name rubeninorchids.com I'm trying to find out what brands are the most popular in the group.I take Xanax for
extreme GAD,and it also helps with bi-polar,BPD,COD,PTSD,sleeping and eating What is the difference between
yellow Aprazolam. Well just my 2 cents here but i'm sure i'm not the only who who has encountered this.. i've been on
xanax since and i don't really need much to get me thru the day.. i usually take.5mg at a time and i used the brand name
till the generic came out (I don't even recall exactly when that was now) and What Is The Best Xanax Generic ? Generic
Xanax. The best generic brands are as follows 1) Greenstone - as they are manufactured by the same pharmaceutical
company that makes the brand name pills and 2) Sandoz - they are as close to real thing, as a generic (other than
Greenstone) can get to the brand name. My doctor always rights. Feb 2, - Generic drug Alprazolam available with
manufacturer details. Click on the desired brand to find out the drug price. It also said there is a difference in strength of
the generics, and that SANDOZ is one of the weakest, and Greenstone (a division of Upjohn?) is the closest to the name
brand Xanax. Greenstone is a subsidiary of Pfizer,I found out, and supposedly makes the best alprazolam, closest to
name brand according. These include: Greenstone, Purpac Actavis, Sandoz, Mylan, Qualitist, Dava and the brand name
Xanax. I find some work better than other and would like to know if anyone else has noticed this. I find the Greenstones
and Brand name work the best. Purpac Actavis seem to work good as well (available at. I've been taking the brand
Xanax for a couple years as an anti anxiety until my health insurance switched to the generic Mylan. Mylan generic
performs nothing like the brand Xanax. It's only good as a sedative and has virtually no anti anxiety effect. It's not your
imagination so don't let any Dr. or Pharmacist. Generics are supposed to be within 20% absorption of the brandname (in
this case Pfizer Xanax) but they don't always make it. Connoisseurs of alprazolam generally demand brand name or else
Greenstone (which makes the stuff for Pfizer). Sandoz is second best. Stada and Mylan get a lot of complaints. Your
pharmacy. Tried Sandoz mg GG top w/ bottom (was the best but went began withdrawal after 2 daysl!),other 2 tried
twice-Activis (purepac) mg yellow bar R and mg Greenstone (Pfizer) w/0 EFFECT! OLD BRAND WAS UPJOHN
CVS GIVES ME PFIZER-but not printed on label; but pills say "XANAX" AND ARE. Oct 19, - i didnt know there was
still a brand name of the fast act xanax? i know there is for the XR IMO the best fast act generic xanax seems to be the
Greenstone brand.. at least thats the brand i have had the best luck with.. i have had other generics but they dont seem to
be as effective.. but again this could be.
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